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ABSTRACT

A method exploiting the audio�visual correlation of
speech in order to estimate the lip and mouth move�
ments is presented� Its applications are in the �eld of
aids and services for elderly people� in videotelephony� in
cartoons and movie dubbing� Notice that lip movements
synthesis does not imply speech recognition and that
the mouth shape is not only speci�ed by the phoneme
currently uttered but it also depends on some past and
future speech information� In order to take into account
this temporal correlation� and considering the constraint
of computational e�ectiveness� the Time Delay Neural
Networks �TDNNs� seem to be the most appropriate
analysis tool in comparison with methods like Markov
Models� which are more resource consuming�

� INTRODUCTION

In a model�based videophone the encoder performs a
visual analysis and transmits the extracted parameters
to the receiver� which then animates a facial model�
The measured visual parameters describing the shape

of the person�s lips are strictly correlated to the acoustic
information of the speech� For example� if a 	p	� 	b	� or
	m	 phoneme is being spoken� one could predict a closed
mouth� while a wovel pronounciation suggests an open
mouth� This correlation between the acoustic and visual
modalities could be used to devise a reliable acoustic

to
visual conversion system able to improve video qual�
ity in model
based coding systems �� or to animate a
mouth model only on the basis of the acoustic informa�
tion �������
The basic problem encountered in estimating the

mouth parameters� like height and width� is to overcome
the coarticulation process for which the mouth shape
depends not only on the phoneme currently uttered but
also on some past and future information ���
A neural network approach seems to be appropriate

to manage both temporal correlation and computational
e�ectiveness� The reproduction of the lip movements
is performed by means of a synthetic mouth� a struc�
ture based on a wire�frame representation and animated
by moving its vertices according to the parameter esti�

mates� Each of these parameters is estimated indepen�
dently by a TDNN� trained according to a supervised
procedure� by means of audio data represented in the
cepstrum space and visual articulatory parameters ex�
tracted from the speaker�s mouth within the video se�
quence� Adaptive algorithms have been devised in order
to overcome training problems concerning local minima
convergence and silence learning�

� THE TDNN APPROACH

The Time Delay Neural Networks are a special kind of
multi�layer perceptron structures �MLP� that perform�
through a suitable architecture� the extraction of tem�
poral invariant features ����� � To do that� every unit
in the hidden layers of the architecture performs fea�
ture extraction and evaluates not only the current input
�time t� but also the inputs at time t��� t������� t�n �n
units time delay�� These delays are realized by a win�
dow of suitable size that slides over the input data� thus
realizing a temporal�spatial conversion�
A procedure like the Least Mean Square �LMS� algo�

rithm cannot be used for training multi�layer networks�
due to the fact that the required responses of the hidden
nodes are not known� A learning algorithm exists for
multi�layer networks� known as BackPropagation� that
is a generalized form of the LMS procedure� This al�
gorithm is an iterative gradient method which tries to
minimize the mean square error between the actual out�
put and the desired response�

The error surface of such a network exhibits many lo�
cal minima� in contrast to the single layer network where
it has only one minimum�when a solution exists�� While
training the network with speech data� each internal unit
becomes sensitive to a speci�c acoustic phenomenon in�
dependently from its position within the word�
The network is connected in a feedforward manner�

that is� the input signals to a node come from nodes in
a lower layer� Each node consists of a summation and
a sigmoid logistic function� For every iteration of the
minimization process the mean square error is reduced
until the error approaches zero� In the backpropagation
algorithm the changes of the connection weights of the



Layer � � � �
Units �� � � �
Delay � � � �

Table �� TDNN adopted topology� each delay corre�
sponds to a �� msec interval�

networks can take place in parallel� In our work each
articulatory parameter is estimated independently by a
TDNN whose topology is summarized in Table ��
The stop criterion was based on the number of it�

erations in order to allow an homogenous comparison
of the performances provided by using di�erent repre�
sentations of the training data� This number �gured
out ������ in order to reach fairly good parameter esti�
mates� judged by means of both subjective evaluations
and cross�validation tests� �

� ACOUSTIC � VISUAL ANALYSIS

Each of the articulatory parameters is estimated inde�
pendently by a TDNN� trained according to a super�
vised procedure� by means of audio data represented in
the cepstrum space and visual articulatory parameters
extracted from the speaker�s mouth within the video se�
quence�

��� Visual Analysis

The �rst problem to be addressed is parameter extrac�
tion from the video sequence� Each input image is an�
alyzed� and a set of visual parameters is extracted� To
accomplish this� some facial features have been tracked
by a block matching technique� as shown in Fig ��
In order to simplify the algorithm tests� a speci�c

make�up was put on the subject�s face to enhance the
image contrast� The blocks to be tracked were manu�
ally de�ned on the �rst frame� For each of the ten image
blocks ��X� pixels�� the analysis algorithms tracked and
recorded the x� y coordinates of the center� Block track�
ing on both side and frontal views of the speaker�s face
was helpful in order to assess and correct the measures�
The following articulatory parameters have been then

computed� starting from the coordinates of the tracked
facial features� by means of geometrical relationships�

� W� distance between the corners of the mouth�

� H� distance between the external contours of the
upper and lower lips�

� LM� distance between the chin and the nose�

� Lup� distance between the external contour of the
upper lip and the nose�

It must be noticed that some unavoidable unaccura�
cies in block matching are re�ected by the articulatory

Figure �� An image of the video sequence� The corners
of the lips and the white markers denote the tracking
points of the facial features�

parameter measures� thus a�ecting the TDNNs training�
Among the di�erent parameters� H is the one which

exhibits the largest dynamic range and therefore the one
which is less sensitive to extraction errors� For this rea�
son� the H parameter was chosen as a reference for as�
sessing the net convergence�

��� Acoustic Mapping

Each acoustic frame ��� msec� extracted from the digi�
tized audio �sampled at �KHz� was converted to twelve
LPC�derived cepstral coe�cients� During the pauses
within word utterances only noise is present in the audio
signal and the corresponding cepstral coe�cients have
unpredictable values� Therefore� within these silence in�
tervals� there is a sort of incoherence between the cep�
stral representation and the corresponding set of mea�
sured visual parameters� In other words� in the space of
the cepstral coe�cients� the cluster of the vectors cor�
responding to silence intervals is quite spread out� Due
to the impossibility to associate the articulatory param�
eters that describe a closed mouth shape to a unique
cepstral vector� the TDNNs cannot be trained to recog�
nize the mouth closure between word utterances� If no
countermeasures are taken� the so trained TDNNs would
estimate unnatural mouth opening	closing in correspon�
dence to inputs without speech content�

Furthermore� it is very important that the TDNNs
distinguish between silence intervals associated to short
pauses within a word and longer pauses between two
consecutive word utterances� For example� due to the
coarticulation phenomenon� the mouth is not closed at
all during the �e� and �tt� utterances within the Italian
word �spaghetti�� In order to overcome this problem� a

�Cross�validation is a training speci�cally designed to deter�

mine the generalization capability of the net�
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Figure �� Comparison between the estimated and the
actual trajectories of the H parameter� The estimation
has been performed replacing cepstrum vectors during
silence periods�

pre�de�ned cepstral con�guration has been substituted
in correspondence to quite long silence intervals �� ���
sec��
This strategy leads to fairly good improvements for

the TDNNs estimates� as it can be noticed by comparing
the plots in �gure � related to the articulatory parameter
H �results obtained after ������ iterations of the TDNNs
trained with �� words� ca� ��� sec��
The performances have been further improved by

adaptively adding a random noise to the cepstral co�
e�cients to reduce the likelihood of converging to lo�
cal minima� Indeed� after adopting this procedure� the
trained TDNNs produced better estimates of the artic�
ulatory parameters in case of telephone�line corrupted
audio signal� the only drawback being a negligible accu�
racy loss in comparison with the previous trainings in
case of noise�free signal�

� VISUAL SYNTHESIS

The reproduction of the lip movements has been imple�
mented by adopting wire�frame models that reproduce
either the face of a synthetic actor ��� as shown in �g�
ure �� or an actual person�s face ����� as shown in �gure
�� In case of a natural actor it is possible to accurately
reproduce the pictorial information by texture mapping
technique� The lips are animated by moving the vertices
according to the parameter estimates�
The obtained performances show a su�cient subjec�

tive quality� which allows a quite realistic reproduc�
tion of the lip movements in video synthesis up to ��
frames	sec� even in case the audio signal is corrupted
by telephone
line noise�

� EXPERIMENTAL SET�UP

Our experimental data consisted of synchronized audio

visual data� The subject spoke ��� words separated by

Figure �� The adopted mouth model sketched both as
a wire
frame �left� and as textured �right� patch�

Figure �� The adopted real actor model sketched both
as a wire
frame �left� and as textured �right� patch�



a pause of about � sec ��word spotting��� The words
were chosen to constitute a phonetically balanced data
base� with roughly the same content of low and high
frequencies� The audio was sampled at �� KHz� rep�
resented with �� bit	sample� and distorted by a syn�
thetized telephone
line noise on one stereo channel�

The video was captured at a frame rate of �� Hertz�
with separated YUV components in CIF format with ��
bit	pixel precision� The side view of the person�s face
was obtained by a suitably oriented mirror�
A green lipstick has been used to enhance the contrast

of the lips with respect of the surrounding skin and the
teeth� some white markers have been also attached to
the nose and the chin�
It was possible to accomplish this huge recording of

A	V data thanks to a digital video recorder and mas�
sive storage supports� It must also be noticed that some
recording options were far like �� KHz sampling for
the audio and chrominance components for the video�
The TDNNs were trained on a Silicon Graphics Indigo
XZ�����

	 CONCLUSIONS

A study on the lip movements synthesis has been car�
ried out� The reproduction of the lip movements is per�
formed by means of a synthetic mouth based on a wire

frame model animated by moving the vertices accord�
ing to the parameter estimates� Each of these parame�
ters is estimated independently by a TDNN trained by
means of speech data represented in the cepstrum space
and visual articulatory parameters extracted from the
synchrounous video sequence� The use of supervised
TDNNs allows the analysis of synchronized audio and
video data embedding a correct model of the temporal
correlation�

Due to the una�ordable complexity� it has not been
possible to carry out an exhaustive training of the sys�
tem� so that performances are somehow low in the case
of validation data which di�er from training data� For
this reason the system has been retrained by adding
suitable noise to the input vectors in order to keep it far
from undesired local minima con�gurations� The per�
formances achieved through this new procedure have
reached an acceptable level of quality� Adaptive al�
gorithms have also been devised in order to overcome
training problems concerning silence learning�
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